
Milwaukee M18FOPHLTKIT-0 - 18V Brushless Powerhead (Tool Only) + Line Trimmer
Attachment

Product Description

The Milwaukee® M18 FUEL® Outdoor Power Head w/ Line Trimmer Attachment provides users with the power to clear thick brush and reaches
full throttle in under 1 second using M18 FUEL® technology. The unit is designed to meet the performance, durability and ergonomic needs of
professional  landscape maintenance and the installed M18™ user.  The Easy Load Trimmer Head provides the user  with an easy line loading
experience and the ability  to load up to 7.6m of  trimmer line in  under 30 seconds and up to 6200RPM. The QUIK-LOK™ Attachments feature
protected drive shafts  for  increased durability  against  drops and storage elements.  The POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor  with 2-speed control
provides the option of  maximum power for  demanding applications,  or  extending run-time when full  power isn’t  needed.  The QUIK-LOK™
Coupler  is  compatible with the other  attachments within the M18 FUEL® Outdoor Power Equipment Attachment System, providing landscape
maintenance professionals the ability to quickly swap out attachments on a single power head, delivering ultimate versatility and a lower cost
of  ownership.  REDLINK™ PLUS intelligence ensures maximum performance and protection from overload,  overheating and over  discharge.

Includes

(1)  M18 FUEL® Outdoor Power Head -  Tool  Only (M18FOPH-0)
(1)  M18 FUEL® Line Trimmer Attachment (M18FOPH-LTA)
(1)  Shoulder  Strap

Features

Power to clear  thick brush-  POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor  sustains power under load without  bogging down,  powering through the
most  demanding applications
355-406mm Adjustable Cutting Swath-  355mm delivers  maximum run-time,  while  406mm maximises clearing power and capacity
Easy Load Trimmer Head-  load in  under 30 seconds.  Holds 7.6m of  2mm line,  holds 6m of  2.4mm line
Variable Speed Trigger-  Instantaneous throttle  response,  also allows for  feathering trigger
QUIK-LOK™ Coupler  attachment capable
2-Speed Control
2-Position Trigger-  with added versatility  mechanism is  required for  Pole Saw and Hedge Trimmer Attachment use
Versatility  to complete range of  applications by adding on attachments as you need them

Specifications

Cutting Swath:  355mm -  406mm
Line Diameter:  2.0mm – 2.4mm
Feed System: Bump Feed
Length:  182.9cm
Weight:  4.5kg


